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Correlations between p and p¯ at transverse momenta typical of enhanced baryon production in
Au+Au collisions are reported. The PHENIX experiment measures same and opposite sign baryon
pairs in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. Correlated production of p and p¯ with the trigger
particle from the range 2.5 < pT < 4.0 GeV/c and the associated particle with 1.8 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c
is observed to be nearly independent of the centrality of the collisions. Same sign pairs show no
correlation at any centrality. The conditional yield of mesons triggered by baryons (and anti-
baryons) and mesons in the same pT range rises with increasing centrality, except for the most
central collisions, where baryons show a significantly smaller number of associated mesons. These
data are consistent with a picture in which hard scattered partons produce correlated p and p¯ in
the pT region of the baryon excess.
PACS numbers: 25.75.Dw
INTRODUCTION
A remarkable feature of relativistic heavy ion colli-
sions at RHIC energies is the enhanced production of
baryons and anti-baryons relative to mesons at interme-
diate transverse momenta (2 < pT < 5 GeV/c) [1, 2].
In central Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN =200 GeV the
baryon/meson ratio is a factor of three higher than in
p+p collisions, while in peripheral Au+Au collisions and
in d+Au collisions [3] at the same energy only a small
increase (< 20%) is observed. The production of pro-
tons and anti-protons at intermediate pT in Au+Au col-
lisions scales with the number of binary nucleon-nucleon
collisions [1], contrary to the suppression of pion produc-
tion [4]. Similar behavior has been observed for strange
baryons (Λ and Λ¯) and mesons (K0S) [5].
In this same momentum range in p + p collisions at
the same center of mass energy the dominant produc-
tion mechanism shifts from soft processes characterized
by non-perturbative low momentum transfer scattering
to hard scattering processes characterized by large mo-
mentum transfer parton-parton scattering followed by
fragmentation of the scattered partons into final state
hadrons. Pion production in
√
sNN=200 GeV p+ p col-
lisions is reasonably well described by perturbative QCD
(pQCD) down to pT ≈ 2 GeV [6]. There are large vari-
ations in the p and p¯ yield among various fragmentation
functions which make it difficult to establish a definite
pQCD expectation for the p and p¯ spectra in p+p colli-
sions [7]. Another estimate of the transition from hard
to soft physics can be obtained from the xT = 2pT /
√
s
scaling of the single particle cross sections. The cross
section can be written as [8, 9]:
E
d3σ
dp3
=
1
√
s
n(
√
s,xT )
G(xT ) (1)
At high xT the value of n is found to be independent of
both
√
s and xT . Since the power of n is related to the
quantum exchanged and the number of point-like scat-
terers, the xT region corresponding to the asymptotic n
value is understood be to the region where particle pro-
duction is dominated by hard scattering. Recent mea-
surements of the p and p¯ and pi± spectra show the cross
section can be described by consistent values of n for
pT > 2 GeV/c for both the pi
± (n = 6.8 ± 0.5) and p and
p¯ (n = 6.5 ± 1.0) [7] indicating, together with the agree-
ment between the data and pQCD calculations at high
pT [6, 7], that at
√
s=200 GeV the transition from hard
to soft particle production happens at pT ≈ 2 GeV/c .
Since the fragmentation process is believed to be indepen-
dent of center of mass energy or collision system, baryon
and anti-baryon production in central Au+Au collisions
appears inconsistent with hard-scattering followed by a
universal fragmentation.
The theoretical models that are successful in reproduc-
ing the measured single particle spectra, baryon/meson
ratios and the nuclear modification factors usually invoke
some mechanism to extend the range of soft particle pro-
duction for baryons to higher pT than that for mesons.
This is either done based on the particle mass (in hydro-
dynamics models [10, 11]) or on the quark content (quark
recombination models [12, 13, 14]). An alternative ap-
proach, which involves production of baryons through
gluon junctions has also been shown to reproduce the
data [15]. In this paper we study two-particle angular
correlations involving p, p¯, and mesons (pi±, K±). This
approach gives information about the hadron production
in hard-scattering processes, which is inaccessible from
single particle measurements.
Previous studies [16, 17, 18] in Au+Au collisions show
that at intermediate pT particles are correlated in az-
imuthal angle in a manner consistent with jet fragmenta-
tion. Namely, particles are emitted close together when
they come from fragmentation of the same jet (near
side correlations) or approximately back-to-back when
they come from the fragmentation of the associated di-
4jet (away side correlations). Strong modifications of the
yields, shapes and particle composition of these correla-
tions are seen from peripheral to central Au+Au colli-
sions. The yields are quantified by the number of asso-
ciated particles per trigger (conditional yield) after the
combinatorial background from the underlying event has
been subtracted. The conditional yield is measured sep-
arately for the near and away side correlations. The near
side conditional yield increases [16, 17, 18] with centrality
and the away side shape has a peak at ∆φ ≈ 2 rad and
no peak at ∆φ ≈ pi rad. Correlations between identified
baryons (p, p¯) and charged hadrons [17] rule out baryon
production from 2.5 < pT < 4.0 GeV/c as coming domi-
nantly from a thermal parton source with no correlations.
Moreover, the magnitude of baryon and meson triggered
correlations with other charged hadrons in the same event
is similar, indicating that the baryon excess in the inter-
mediate pT range is associated with hard parton-parton
scattering.
There are two main recombination models which have
attempted to address the connection between hard scat-
tering and recombination. The model of Hwa and Yang
[14] has calculated that fragmenting partons from hard
scattering process have a high probability to recombine
with thermal quarks from the medium. The model of
Fries et al. [19] finds these effects to be unimportant, but
has correlations from fast partons losing energy in the
medium creating a region around the parton trajectory
with a slightly increased temperature and with additional
momentum in the direction of the energetic parton. Par-
tons from this region then recombine into hadrons which
are correlated with the fast parton direction and with
each other.
In order to further explore the jet-like structure of
the baryon excess, here we present results on the an-
gular correlations between two identified particles. The
baryon production mechanism is studied via correlations
between two charge separated p and p¯. If main the source
of the baryon excess is jets that fragment outside the
medium, the charge dependence of correlations between
p and p¯ should be the same from peripheral collisions,
where baryon production at intermediate pT is nearly un-
modified from p+p collisions, to central collisions. A cen-
trality dependence of the charge combinations of p and
p¯ correlations would provide evidence for novel baryon
production scenarios in central Au+Au collisions.
Correlations between baryon and meson triggers with
associated mesons are studied as well. Meson trigger-
associated mesons (meson-meson) correlations provide
a baseline for jet fragmentation in Au+Au collisions.
Separating the baryon-hadron correlations from [17]
into baryon-meson and baryon-baryon correlations allows
greater sensitivity to possible recombination effects. The
recombination model of Fries et al. [19] predicts a greater
amplification of baryon-baryon correlations relative to
baryon-meson correlations on the near side because of
the larger number of possible correlations between the
valence quarks.
Near side correlations from jets in p+p collisions are
observed to be balanced by away side correlations from
the associated di-jet [20]. The away side correlations at
intermediate pT in Au+Au collisions have been shown to
have a modified shape in Au+Au collisions [18]. Here we
measure the away side correlations with both particles
identified in order to see if the dependence on the trigger
and associated particle type changes with centrality. If
the baryon and meson triggers are from hard scattering
with approximately the same momentum transfer, we ex-
pect the away side correlations to be independent of the
trigger particle type.
The paper is organized as follows: Section describes
the experimental method and setup, the results are pre-
sented in Section , and Section is devoted to discussion.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND SETUP
Two particle correlations have been widely used to
study jets in heavy ion collisions [16, 17, 18, 21, 22]
where, due to the high multiplicity and moderate jet en-
ergy the direct reconstruction of jets by standard algo-
rithms, utilizing hadronic calorimetry and cluster algo-
rithms, is not yet possible. In this approach particles
are divided into two classes, triggers and associated par-
ticles. We classify the triggers and associated particles
by their pT , particle type and charge. The triggers have
2.5 < pT < 4.0 GeV/c and the associated particles have
1.8 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c . Thus both particles originate
from a region in pT that is consistent with hard scatter-
ing in p + p collisions and shows an excess of baryons
relative to mesons in Au+Au collisions. A distribution
of the azimuthal angular difference ∆φ between trigger-
associated particle pairs is constructed and normalized
by the number of triggers.
The data presented here are based on an analysis of
600M Au+Au events collected by the PHENIX experi-
ment in 2004 with a minimum bias trigger. Charged par-
ticles are reconstructed in the central arms of PHENIX
using a combination of drift chambers and one layer
of multi-wire proportional chamber with pad readout
(PC1) [23], each covering ∆φ = pi/2 in azimuthal an-
gle and |η| < 0.35 in pseudorapity. The pattern recogni-
tion is based on a combinatorial Hough transform in the
track bend plane. The polar angle is determined from
the hit position in PC1 and the collision vertex along
the beam axis measured by the Beam-Beam Counters
(BBC). The BBC are positioned at |η| =3-4. Particles
are identified by their mass calculated from the measured
momentum and time-of-flight information. The global
start time is provided by BBC, while the stop time is
measured by the PHENIX high resolution time of flight
detector (TOF) or the lead-scintillator electromagnetic
5calorimeter (EMCal) which provide a 4σ K/p separation
up to pT ≈ 4.0 GeV/c and pT ≈ 2.5 GeV/c, respectively.
The trigger particles are identified in the TOF, which
covers a portion of the PHENIX East arm (∆φ = pi/4).
The associated particles are identified in either the EM-
Cal or the TOF, which together cover the entire PHENIX
azimuthal acceptance. For both triggers and associated
particles a 2σ spatial match is required between the track
projection and the hit position in the particle identifica-
tion detector. Monte Carlo studies have shown that, due
to the decay kinematics in the trigger and partner pT
range used here, the contribution from Λ → ppi− and
Λ¯ → p¯pi+ resonance decays, which could produce corre-
lations mimicking the jet signal, is negligible.
We perform a correction for the non-uniform pair ac-
ceptance in ∆φ in PHENIX. This correction is con-
structed by measuring the ∆φ distribution from trigger-
associated particle pairs where each particle comes from
a different event. Dividing the same-event by the mixed-
event distribution removes the effects of the PHENIX
acceptance and leaves only the true correlations. The
multiplicity of the combinatorial background of the un-
derlying event is determined absolutely by the convolu-
tion of the measured trigger and associated particle single
particle rates with an additional correction for central-
ity correlations [17] which raises the combinatorial back-
ground level by ≈ 0.2% in the most central collisions and
≈ 25% in peripheral collisions. A correction for the asso-
ciated particle reconstruction efficiency and acceptance
is applied by matching the observed rates for the corre-
sponding single particle spectra measured in [2]. No cor-
rection has been made for p and p¯ originating from weak
decays of Λ and Λ¯; approximately 30% of the measured
p and p¯ are from these decays [2]. The PHENIX η ac-
ceptance is narrow compared to the width of the typical
jet cone in p+p collisions [20], so we do not measure the
entire conditional yield associated with the trigger par-
ticle in the associated particle pT range. The results are
reported for both trigger and associated particles within
|η| < 0.35 without extrapolating in pseudorapidity. The
centrality dependence of the conditional yields allows us
to quantify changes in the jet-like correlations as a func-
tion of centrality and particle type, despite the limited
acceptance.
Elliptic flow is an azimuthal correlation between par-
ticles due to the anisotropy in the initial collision geom-
etry. This angular correlation is unrelated to jet frag-
mentation and thus produces a background for this mea-
surement. The correlations due to elliptic flow are re-
moved by modulating the azimuthally uniform combina-
torial background by 1 + 2vtrig2 v
part
2 cos(∆φ) where v
trig
2
and vpart2 represent the strength of the elliptic flow sig-
nal for the trigger and associated particle, respectively.
The v2 parameter is defined by the 2nd harmonic az-
imuthal anisotropy, v2 = 〈cos[2(φ−Ψ)]〉, where φ is
the azimuthal angle of emitted particle, Ψ is the az-
imuthal angle of event plane in a given collision, and
the bracket denotes the average over all particles and
events [24]. We measure v2 of charged baryons and
mesons at mid-rapidity, |η| < 0.35, for each centrality
and pT bin through the event plane method [24]. The
azimuthal angle of the event plane is determined by the
BBC using the elliptic moment definition [25]. The large
rapidity difference, |∆η| ∼ 3, between the central arms
and the BBCs helps to reduce the non-flow contributions
to the measured v2 , especially those arising from di-
jets. The systematic errors on the v2 value are domi-
nated by the uncertainty in the correction for the event
plane resolution [25]. The v2 values used in this analy-
sis are shown in Table I. They are consistent with prior
PHENIX v2 measurements [25] in the common central-
ity bins. The analysis has been performed separately for
associated particles in two transverse momentum ranges:
1.8 < pT < 2.0 GeV/c and 2.0 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c . This
minimizes effects due to the variation of v2 over the width
of the associated particle pT bin. In order to minimize
the statistical errors, the results shown here are a sum of
the two bins.
The systematic errors on the conditional yields are due
to the systematic and statistical uncertainties on the v2
values, the uncertainty in the corrections for the central-
ity correlations in the combinatorial background and in
the centrality dependence of the efficiency corrections.
The systematic error on the centrality dependence of the
efficiency corrections is 6% for meson associated particles
and 5% for inclusive p, p¯ and baryon (p and p¯ combined)
associated particles independent of centrality. The size of
the systematic error on the conditional yield attributed
to a systematic uncertainty in the elliptic flow determina-
tion is largest in the most central collisions. The system-
atic error on the centrality correlations is ≈ 60% of the
correction in central collisions and ≈ 5% of the correction
in peripheral collisions. There are additional systematic
errors which are not shown in the figures in Section
that come from the centrality independent normalization
of the efficiency corrections and move all points with the
same associated particle type together. These are 8.9%
for p and p¯ associated particles, 11.4% for baryon (p and
p¯) associated particles, and 13.6% for meson associated
particles.
RESULTS
Our goal is to study the jet contribution to baryon
and anti-baryon production at intermediate pT where
an excess of baryons over mesons is observed. Thus
we choose trigger baryons from the range 2.5 <
pT < 4.0 GeV/c and associated particles in the range
1.8 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c and construct two-particle az-
imuthal correlation distributions. With the larger data
sample obtained in 2004 we are able to extend our previ-
6TABLE I: The v2 values and statistical and systematic errors for the centrality and pT bins used in the analysis.
v2 Values ± Statistical Error ± Systematic Error
Triggers Associated Particles
Centrality 2.5< pT <4.0 GeV/c 1.8< pT <2.0 GeV/c 2.0< pT <2.5 GeV/c
Baryons
0-5% 0.083 ± 0.006 ± 0.017 0.064 ± 0.004 ± 0.013 0.068 ± 0.004 ± 0.014
5-10% 0.126 ± 0.005 ± 0.016 0.089 ± 0.003 ± 0.011 0.108 ± 0.003 ± 0.013
10-20% 0.176 ± 0.003 ± 0.013 0.134 ± 0.002 ± 0.010 0.154 ± 0.002 ± 0.011
20-40% 0.234 ± 0.003 ± 0.014 0.182 ± 0.002 ± 0.011 0.203 ± 0.002 ± 0.012
40-60% 0.264 ± 0.006 ± 0.015 0.211 ± 0.004 ± 0.012 0.235 ± 0.004 ± 0.013
60-90% 0.276 ± 0.033 ± 0.044 0.158 ± 0.023 ± 0.025 0.179 ± 0.021 ± 0.029
Mesons
0-5% 0.072 ± 0.007 ± 0.015 0.067 ± 0.003 ± 0.014 0.078 ± 0.003 ± 0.016
5-10% 0.109 ± 0.005 ± 0.014 0.102 ± 0.002 ± 0.013 0.103 ± 0.002 ± 0.013
10-20% 0.142 ± 0.003 ± 0.011 0.133 ± 0.001 ± 0.010 0.140 ± 0.001 ± 0.010
20-40% 0.185 ± 0.003 ± 0.011 0.172 ± 0.001 ± 0.010 0.180 ± 0.001 ± 0.011
40-60% 0.186 ± 0.006 ± 0.010 0.188 ± 0.003 ± 0.011 0.191 ± 0.003 ± 0.011
60-90% 0.178 ± 0.027 ± 0.029 0.173 ± 0.013 ± 0.028 0.172 ± 0.014 ± 0.28
ous studies [17] by studying the proton and anti-proton
triggers, as well as identifying the associated particles.
Several combinations of trigger-associated particle types
are presented below.
We first study baryon-baryon correlation, where both
trigger and associated particles are identified as either
p or p¯. The left panel of Figure 1 shows the az-
imuthal angular difference, ∆φ, between charge inclu-
sive p and p¯ measured in six centrality classes. The
solid lines show the combinatorial background level mod-
ulated by the expected correlation due to elliptic flow,
B(1+2vtrig2 v
assoc
2 cos(2∆φ)). The excess is attributed to
jet correlations, J(∆φ). The azimuthal angular differ-
ence distributions are then described by:
1
Ntrig
dN
d∆φ
= B(1+2vtrig2 v
assoc
2 cos(2∆φ))+J(∆φ). (2)
The region around ∆φ = pi/2 has very limited accep-
tance for pairs due to the requirement that the trigger
particle be measured in the TOF detector. The right
panels of Figure 1 show the J(∆φ) for three centralities
after the combinatorial background subtraction. There
is a pronounced jet peak at small relative angles (near
side), however, there is no visible structure on the away
side, where the yields are slightly above or at the level of
the combinatorial background.
To further explore the observed structures, in Fig-
ures 2 and 3 we perform the analysis separately for each
charge combination. The correlations were measured in
the same pT range as in Figures 1. A near side excess can
be seen over the combinatorial background for opposite
sign pairs (left panel of Figure 2 and right panel of Fig-
ure 3) while no significant excess is seen for the same sign
pairs (right panel of Figure 2 and left panel of Figure 3).
The correlations involving mesons as associated parti-
cles provide a comparison baseline for the baryon-baryon
correlations. We study both baryon and meson triggers
associated with mesons. The left panel of Figure 4 shows
the baryon-meson and meson-meson correlations. The
right panels of Figure 4 show J(∆φ) for the 0-5%, 20-
40% and 60-90% centrality classes. While in the mid-
central collisions the meson and baryon triggered distri-
butions agree well, the baryon triggered distributions in
the most central collisions lie systematically below the
meson triggered points both before and after the combi-
natorial background subtraction on the near side.
To quantify the observed differences in the various
trigger-associated particle combinations, we integrate the
J(∆φ) distributions in the regions 0.0< ∆φ <0.94 rad
and pi − 0.94 < ∆φ < pi rad to obtain the near-side and
the away-side conditional yields, respectively. Figures 5
and 6 show the conditional yield per trigger as a func-
tion of the number participating nucleons (Npart). The
results were obtained from the data in Figures 2 and 3
(solid points) and Figure 1 (open points) by integrating
the J(∆φ) in the ∆φ ranges specified above. This in-
tegration range excludes a large part of the away side
shape modifications observed in [18]. The small integra-
tion range is used in this analysis only because of the
limited acceptance around ∆φ = pi/2 due to the require-
ment to measure the trigger particle in the TOF. These
results quantify the centrality and particle type depen-
dence of the jet-like correlations. Figure 5 shows that the
correlations between opposite sign baryon pairs
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FIG. 1: Left: 1
Ntrig
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d∆φ
distributions for charge-inclusive baryon triggers and associated particles for six centrality bins. Triggers
have 2.5 < pT < 4.0 GeV/c and associated particles have 1.8 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c . The solid lines indicate the combinatorial
background modulated by elliptic flow. Right: Jet distributions, J(∆φ), after combinatorial background and elliptic flow
subtraction for 0-5% (top), 20-40% (middle) and 60-90% (bottom) centralities. In all panels, only the statistical errors are
shown.
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distributions for charge selected p¯ (left) and p (right) triggers both with associated p for six centrality bins.
Triggers have 2.5 < pT < 4.0 GeV/c and associated particles have 1.8 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c . The solid lines indicate the
combinatorial background modulated by elliptic flow. Only the statistical errors are shown.
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Triggers have 2.5 < pT < 4.0 GeV/c and associated particles have 1.8 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c . The solid lines indicate the
combinatorial background modulated by elliptic flow. Only the statistical errors are shown.
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distributions for charge-inclusive baryon and meson triggers and associated mesons for six centrality
bins. Triggers have 2.5 < pT < 4.0 GeV/c and associated particles have 1.8 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c . The solid lines indicate the
combinatorial background modulated by elliptic flow. Right: Jet distributions, J(∆φ), after combinatorial background and
elliptic flow subtraction for 0-5% (top), 20-40% (middle) and 60-90% (bottom) centralities. In all panels, only the statistical
errors are shown.
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produce a significant non-zero conditional yield that is
nearly independent of centrality and that there is no sig-
nificant yield associated with same sign pairs. The open
points in Figure 5 are from the charge inclusive analysis
and show that the conditional yield does come mainly
from opposite sign pairs. For all but the most periph-
eral point, no centrality dependence is observed in the
charge inclusive analysis. The most peripheral point sits
2.5σ below the average conditional yield for the other
centrality bins. The charge inclusive data are also con-
sistent with a linear increase with Npart. The systematic
errors on these distributions are highly correlated since
the v2 values and centrality correlation corrections are
the same for all points at a given centrality. There is an
8.6% systematic error on the relative normalizations of
the associated particle p and p¯ points which is not shown.
Figure 6 shows the same correlations as Figure 5 for the
away side region. Here the charge inclusive points lie
above the charge selected points for peripheral and mid-
central collisions because both same and opposite charge
pairs have non-zero conditional yield. The conditional
yield rises from peripheral to mid-central collisions. In
the most central collisions both the charge inclusive and
charge selected points are consistent with zero.
Figure 7 shows both the near and away side condi-
tional yield for baryon triggers and associated mesons
and meson triggers with associated mesons. The meson
trigger-associated mesons conditional yield on the near
side rises smoothly with centrality. The baryon triggered
yields are systematically lower than the meson triggered
yields, but also rise linearly with Npart for Npart < 250.
In central collisions the baryon triggered yields are lower
than the linear Npart dependence observed in the meson-
meson points for all Npart and the baryon-meson points
for Npart < 250. The statistical errors on baryon-meson
conditional yields exclude a linear increase with Npart on
the 2.6σ level. The systematic errors on the v2 values
and the centrality correlation correction are correlated
with centrality. The most central baryon triggered point
is consistent with the most peripheral baryon triggered
point. The most central meson-meson conditional yield
is 70% ± 20% greater than in peripheral collisions. On
the away side, no significant dependence on trigger type
is observed.
DISCUSSION
The observed xT scaling and pQCD calculations sug-
gest hard scattering is the dominant mechanism for par-
ticle production for pT >2 GeV/c at
√
s=200 GeV in
p+p collisions [7]. pi0 production in Au+Au collisions
at
√
sNN = 200 GeV follows xT scaling [26] and is
well described by perturbative theories which include
radiative energy loss by hard partons traversing the
medium [27, 28, 29] at pT as low as 2 GeV/c . Models
which describe the excess of baryons relative to mesons
[1] typically do so by some mechanism which extends the
pT range of soft physics. Here we have used two parti-
cle azimuthal correlations to study the particle type de-
pendence of jet-like correlations in Au+Au collisions in
the region of the baryon excess. Since jets in e+ + e−
collisions fragment dominantly into mesons [30], we take
meson-meson correlations as a baseline for jet fragmenta-
tion in Au+Au collisions. The increase in meson-meson
near side conditional yield with centrality seen in Figure
7 has also been observed in meson-hadron correlations
[17] and hadron-hadron correlations [16, 18] and is not
yet quantitatively understood. Here we are interested
primarily in jet correlations of baryons so meson-meson
correlations provide a useful reference. The yield of asso-
ciated mesons per trigger baryon is systematically lower
than the yield of associated mesons per trigger meson,
but baryon-meson correlations on the near side increase
as meson-meson correlations for all centralities except for
the most central. On the away side there is no significant
dependence on the trigger type for associated mesons,
as is expected if baryon and meson triggers come from
jets of approximately the same energy and if the di-jets
fragment independently of the trigger jet. The yield of
associated baryons per baryon trigger on the near side
is observed to be nearly constant with centrality, except
for the most peripheral point which is significantly lower
than the others. The data are also consistent with a lin-
ear increase in the conditional yield as a function ofNpart.
The small yield of associated baryons per baryon trig-
ger does not imply that baryon number is not conserved
within the near side jet since the pT range of the mea-
sured associated particles is narrow, and the PHENIX η
acceptance does not contain all of the associated parti-
cles.
The data presented here are consistent with baryons at
2.5 < pT < 4.0 GeV/c arising predominately from hard
scattering processes. First, the yield of mesons associated
with baryon triggers has the same centrality dependence
as associated mesons per meson trigger for Npart < 250
despite a change in the p¯/pi− ratio by a factor of three
from peripheral collisions. Second, the away side yield
into 0.94 rad is independent of the trigger type, consistent
with the away side jet fragmenting independently of the
trigger jet. Lastly, the charge dependence of p and p¯
correlations show that small angle p-p¯ pairs are correlated
beyond the expected correlations from elliptic flow, and
that small angle p-p and p¯-p¯ pairs are not. This is true in
peripheral collisions where the p¯/pi− ratio is close to the
value from p+p collisions [3] and also in central collisions
where the ratio is a factor of three larger. This indicates
that the mechanism producing the baryon excess is also
producing small angle p-p¯ pairs.
The results for near side conditional yields presented
here disagree with the recombination model calculation
in [31] which predicts a very weak centrality dependence
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for meson-meson and baryon-meson conditional yields
and nearly the same magnitude for baryon-meson and
baryon-baryon near side conditional yields. In contrast,
the data show the conditional yield of associated mesons
with baryon triggers to be a factor of two to five times
larger than the conditional yield of baryons associated
with baryon triggers, depending on centrality. The re-
sults presented here also appear to exclude baryon pro-
duction via higher twist mechanisms [32] which would
produce isolated p and p¯. No correlation calculations are
available from the gluon junction model [15], so a com-
parison beyond the successfully described single particle
data could not be done at this point.
We have systematically explored the particle type de-
pendence of jet fragmentation at intermediate pT in
Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. The new data
disagree with calculations from the recombination model
presented in [19, 31]. Given the success of recombination
models in reproducing elliptic flow and hadron spectra
data it would be interesting to see if other recombination
calculations are able to describe the data presented here.
We find that near side correlations between meson trig-
gers and associated mesons increase with centrality. Near
side correlations between baryon triggers and associated
mesons show the same centrality dependence except for
the most central collisions where there is a significant
decrease. The first measurements of baryon pairs on the
near side are found to be largely due to opposite charge p-
p¯ pairs. Under the assumption that the above centrality
dependencies of particle pairs and single particles are not
coincidental, one can explain the observed baryon excess
at intermediate pT in Au+Au collisions via jet induced
production of baryon-antibaryon pairs.
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